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INTRODUCTION

Our idea of an art is gained, in large measure, from the examples of that art
with which we are already familiar, and the standpoint from which we regard
it,is an inheritance from past art history and from long established social con-
ditions. According to our training or circumstance, or to the ter-nper of our
minds, an art presents itself to us as a mere amusemeDt, a conventional
accomplishment, a serious vocation, or a mystical revelatiofl, - 3 mode of ex-
prcssion of the infinite human sout. If, however, we are suddenly confronted
with an art which does not fall within our definition, or which, within that
definition, fails of a vital reaction upon us, either we pass it by as meaningless,
or we are carried by its innate force into a world of new meanings. Unfortu-
nately this latter cannot happen in music unless the rnusical art-work is pro-
duced before us in all the fulness of expression that its spirit demands. When
we ourselves must be at the same time interpreter and auditor, the problem 
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becomes doubly difficult. That these vital differences in the art-spirit, as

regards the intensity of its seriousness, are no mere chimeras, will perhaps
be better understood when we realize clearly that the following Indian melo-
dies fall, in our civilization, not in the realm of what is commo.nly fegarded as

Art, but only in that which we understand by the term Religion Song, an
invisible agent, is to the Indian the direct means of cornmunicating with his
invisible god. Thus " Inketunga's Thunder Song " would sound ridiculous
interpreted bfter the style of a locturne, moment musical, impromptu, or aoy
purely rnusical form with which we are familiar, but gains an exalted and
beautiful significance the moment we bring to its interpretation the knowledge
that it stands for the direct communication of a human soul with its god, and
a deeply-felt assurance, to its fellow man, of that communication. Under
those conditions, the song carries with it absolute conviction. And likewise
the t. Approach of the Thunder God " could readily be rendered in a manner
to maLe it appear trivial, (as, for that matter, could Beethoven), did we not
infuse into its rendition the weightiness, the dignity, the awe, the steady and
irresistible on-coming of the Thunder God wrapped in the ominous biack
cloud. Thus it will be seen that a seriousness no less than that which we
accord the works of the.masters, must be brought to the interPretation of
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these songs, the spontaneous utterance or a people whose cvery word, actioD
or tone invariably bears a deeply vital significance. It is necessary for us
only to understand, to feel that significance, when the true mode of interpreta-
tion will follow in turn.

For these melodies, the writer is indebted to Miss Alice C. Fletcher,
holder of the Thaw Fellowship, Peabody Museum, Harvard University, who
for twenty years has labored, against the greatest obstacles, and almost
unaided, to preserve the folk-lore and folk-song of a fast disappearing people.
Her intimacy with important members of the Omaha tribe has enabled her
to gather material, the mere existence of which the casual traveller would
never discover, and which even the equipped ethnic investigator would be
absolutely unable to obtain. Some of the results of her labors are em-
bodied in a book called ': fndian Story and Song from North America "
(Smdl, Maynard & Co., Boston, rgoo), which any one should procure, who
seeks a further knowledge of the matter. Most of the melodies which fol-
low can be found in Miss Fletcher's book, and many w-trich are not present
here, set to elementary harmonies by the late Profcssor John Comfort
Fillmore. These harmonies, however, have been determined partly by the
Indian's preference, but more particularly by the tonal structure of tbe
melodies themselves, of which Professor Fillmore made a deep and scien-
tific study. It struck the writer, however, that a heightened art-value could
be imparted to them, if the composer should consult, not merely this
melodic structure, but the poetic nature of the particular legend or inci-
dent of which each song was the outcome. For it must be understood
that these songs are entirely dependent upon mythical or lege,ndary occur-
rences, which they qualify or interpret, or upon religious cefemonies of
which they form a part. The writer realized that if the musical imagina-
tion could be fired by a consideration of the particular legend pertaining to
a song, it would give rise to a combination of harmonies far rnore vitally
connected with the song's essence, its spiritual significance, than any which
should be the outcome of a mere consideration of the melodibs' tonal
structure. Miss Fletcher herself was also aware of this, as she afterwards
told the writer, but the opposition to the mere introduction of these melo-
dies was so great that it was thought better to offer them at first with
only such simplc harmonies as would naturally support ttrem. Miss
Fletcher has also met with a question with whieh the present writer is
oft,en confronted, - namely, is not the musical value of these results due
entirely to the harmonic treatment, and not at all to the melodies them-
selves ? An unqualified, almost an impatient ., No," is the only response
to this questron. The harmonic color-scherne is purely the qutcome of the
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melody and its specific religious significance, and is merely an aid to its
more complete expression. Without this significance' the melody would
Dever have been born; without the melody, the harmonic combination (the
joint result of the significance and the melody) would never have been

born; and this signifiiance and melody is the Indian's. The final result is
the conseguenge of a trained intellect seizing uPon' and expressing in a

mode comprehcnsibte to its kind, a feeling already fully developed in a

race wliose mode of exprcssion is more primitive, or perhaps merely dif-
ferent. (We do not knoq/ that a god Would show any preference for a

piano or an organ, over the human Yoice accompanied by drums, although
the former might afford more amusement to the performers !) It is simply
a translation i it is impossible to raisc any question of altered values.

Even as it is, it is quite possible, in fact dangerousl/ eastr to render
these melodies in such a way as to maLe them appear quite meaningless;
and, on thc other band, it is possible, and dangerously dif6cult, to so render
them that thcy Shall carry certain conviction. Each is a problem, to be

worked out by itself, and the surest method of procedure is to'.study the
spirit and temper of the American Indian. Miss Fletcher's book gives

detailed versions of the several lcgends here merely hinted at, a consider-
ation of which will materially assist in revealing the proper mode of
expression.

Upon the bxpression of the first song, the writer has already touched.
It is sung by the leader as he blackens his face and awaits the command
of the God of \Mar. It should proceed not too rapidly, in deliberate
rhythm, and should carry with it the feeling of a dark and terrible, but
thoroughly controlled force. It is not a thunder storm in progress, but
the ominous and muttering promise of one. Its climaxes are supPressed
and given no opportunity to break. A maiked accentuation should be
given to the first note of each of the bars containing a grouP of reiterated
low B's.

., The Old Man's Love Song " gives expression to a mellowed love of
life, born of ycars of benign and ennobling existence, voiced at dawn ia
the presence of peaceful nature. It is a tribute, in song, to the spirit of
Love and Beauty in the world. The dreamy and idyllic prelude is but a

ffoating breath. This song, with its phrases like the notes of birds, and
its pastoral musings, is singularly self-explanatory. It wafts lite the
breath of a zephyr over the grasses of gentle hilltops, and is not inferior,
in its' idyllic quality, to the music which Wagner conceived for the

" Flower-maidens " in Parsifal.
,, The Song of the Deathless Voice " may be more readily raisinter-
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preted. A war party traces down a vulce calling in the night, only to
discover that it is the disembodied spirit of a warrior singing over the
spot where he fearlessly met death. rt is strikingly subjective in feel-
ing. The first call, with its long attendant pause, is sufficiently objective,
but the phrase which follows is legato and dreamy, the expression of a
spirit patiently and eternally waiting until some brave, still in mortal lifc,
should come to claim its latent courage for his own, to use again in mortal
deeds of valor. The third phrase is a mere echo reverberating over the
hills. The following phrase in Ff, rninor is again a bolder note, but still
fraught with the patience or a vigit that may endure forever. This dies
away, and dissolves in darkness and night. \lghat follows is, in spirit, and
almost in note, a repetition of all that has preceded. The call is different
in form, but still pauses, like the first, as if waiting for the long desired
but never returned answer, and is followed by the same subjective expres-
sion of a spirit eternally waiting the movements of a mysterious destiny
that shall bring it again into edrth life. A casual reading through of the
notes of this song will reveal nothing whatsoever of its possibilities. It is
a concentration of related, but utterly different emotions; in an extremely
short space. An understanding of the meaning of each pregnant phrase
must be gained, before the song will yield forth its spirit in the playing.
rt,belongs to a dream-world which he must enter, who would truly voice
the mystery of its haunting and echoing cadences.

The war dance before the tent of rchibuzzhi is of a different temper.
It is the vivacious call to action to a leader whose war-record leaves no
room for <ioubt as to the issue of the combat which shall follow, There
is much humor in this song, reflected from the genial nature of, the beloved
and quaint, but valorous hero, Ichibuzzhi, himself. It is totally devoid of
savagery, despite its aboriginal method of accompaniment, beating upon
drums, or with sticks. There is an irresistible drollery in the soft repe-
tition of the last half of each phrase. The middle section is wanting in this
feature, but succeeds in ofrsetting the effect in 'the other portions. The
song is characterized by vivacity and energy, and its element of humor is
enhanced by its abrupt termination.

The song of ., The Mother's Vo.tnr " is a record of deep personal sorrow,
and breathes a haunting pathos worthy of Tschaikowsky. The leap of an
octave upon E is a blended wail and sigh, and should be dwelt upon; in
the song it has, in part, no words, but only sighing vocables. The melody
proper begins at the double bar, and should be sufficiently detached at the
beginning to make this fact evident. rt should be played rubato: only the
human voice or the violin can do justice to its expression, which involveS
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shades within shades. rt is the passionate throwing of a soul, without
morbidness or self-pity' into the abyss of its own grief. It is the song of
a mother whose child has been demanded and claimed by Thunder, in
fullilment of a vow made long before. A climax should be developed at
the fifth bar of the melody, which, with the remainder of the phrase,
should be rendered with despair mingled with pleading, that dies in the
immensity of its own gloom. The remainder of the song is but a repeti-
tion of the throbbing sorrow of the part that precedes. There is somc-
what of the feeling of Tennysonis line, ,, And thinking of the days that are
no more," in certain of the ineffably sad phrases of this song. The mother
may be pictured standing out on the wind-swept plains, addressing her
plaint to the approaching Thunder Bird, wa-gi-un, and the pathos of the
song may be heightened, if at certain moments the hearer is made to feel
that the wind carries away portrons of the melody, making them suddenly
more faint and distant. This is notably possible in the sixth and eighth
bars from the beginning of the melody proper, where the bass moves from
Df, to E, and from A to G, but requires the most delicate treatment, free
from all exaggeration. Despite the rubato quality, the melody should pro-
ceed flowingly, without halting, the harmonies dissolving one into the
other in an unbroken flow. A deep feeling for the underlying idea will
contribute moie than anything to the effective expression of the song, aad
lead the interpreter to throw a definite value into its everylnote. one
may profitably spend much time seeking out the true interpretation of this
elusive song.

" rnketunga'g Thunder Song " is not to be found in Miss Fletcher's
book, but was taten by the writer directly from a phonograph cylinder
in Miss Fletcher's possession. It is one of a.class known as ,, songs
of Personal Expression," and records the spiritual experience of a man
who goes to a secluded spot to fast and commune with 'wakonda, the
Great spirit. The " weeping ones," the powers that send down the
rain, speak to him, and he frames his song accordingly, first in a deep
ominous note typifying forth the thunder, and then in an impassioned
snd tremulous call, born of his impression of the lightning. This is
followed again by a repetition of the ominous note, and again the fight-ning. Then, on a single held note the mood changes, and he feelingly
proclaims that the gods have spoken to him. This strain finally sinks
again to the deep mysterious note, when again we have the lightning
motive repeated, and again the feeling proclamation of divine comrnuni-
cation. we must enter fully into the spirit of this lonely vigil in the
wilderness, with its deep import to the rndian, who shall ever after-
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wards hold sacred to his particular individual life the signs there
revealed to him, must realize deeply the significance of this, if we
would find the key to this strange song, echoing forth amidst the loneli-
ness of the trackless plains, the desire of a human soul to find its god.
The elemental, and the infinite out-reaching human here find voice, and
in perceiving the song's true spirit, we behold, momentarily, a flash of
the great mystery.

,. The Song of the Ghost Dance " is the most deeply and broadly
pathetic of any of t!'e following songs. Deep, for it cuts at the very heart
of the Indian's life, his love of his hereditary surroundings and his racial
traditions; broad, for it pertains to the entire Indian race. This song re-
veals the bitiful cbnsciousness of a lost cause and a doomed race. In the
extremely gradual extinction of Indian life and rights, is something more
deeply tragic than in the sudden annihilation of a nation as in the case of
Poland. The song, steeped in tragic gloom from first to last,. tells the
story plainly. Just once, when it passes to F major, is struck a more
tender human note, but so plaintive that it but adds to the pathos of the
whole. There is sornething objectively stoical in the syncopation of the
first p'hrase, and its repetition. The following group of two . antiphonal
phrases, is subjective in its expression, - a species of dream-sadness,
echoing from afar. The third group, beginning in F major, expresses
pure human yearning, direct and unequivocal. The final return df the sec-
ond group leaves one at last in a dream-world of 'sadness, from which
there is no egress. A vast chorus, or the profound tones of the orchestra,
would better suffice to give expression to this song, whic",h stands for no
single individual, but for the entire Indian race.

., The Song to the Spirit " is, despite its absolute freedom from pathetic
or tragic feeling, a funeral song. The departing spirit must hear no sound
of lamentation, and so this gentle song is sung, to no words, but only
sighing vocables, that shall be softly wafted to the invisible spirit as it de-
parts. Its airy quality subtly defies description; its purpose would seem
to be merely to render the spirit aware that friends were gathered together
to wish it a happy journey into the unknown. The song is paradoxically
out of keeping with other demonstrations occurring in the same ceremony,
whose character Miss Fletcher interestingly describes in her book. The
song is ethereal, tenuous, - it seems to hover in the air, read;r'to waft in
whatsoever direction the parting spirit may take. Its rendering requires a
light airy touch, full of feeling, but feeling rarified, until it becomes as
ethereal as the medium in which the song floats. The Indians accompany
the song by beating together two willow sticks.
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.. The Song of the Leader " is typical of the Indian's faith and courage'

At a critical moment, where a craven spirit would have retreated, the

leader advanCes boldly, remembering that " Wakonda alone decides t*re

destinies of men!', ih" "otg is martial, and requires only boldness of

treatment in the rendering. In two places, however, marLed " with So-

lemityr" and "solemn and very broad," there should be a feeling of allar-

gando, an increased breadth and dignity in the delivery, and a weightier

ioucfr. The song presents none of the difiEculties of subjective expression

that occur in other of the songs.
The meaning of the .. Choral " is self-evident. It is a broad expression

of religious faith, a belief in the Permanency of peace and prosperity. It
is unusual in that it ends in a different key from that in which it is

begun, and in its continuous onqTard flow, without mathernatical divisions

of-pnrase. It is needless to poiat out that th€ organ would be a better

medium for its expression.
Much rnust, of necessity, be left unexplained here, concerning the music

of the Indians. Those who may be interested to study the matter further,

will find Miss Fletcher's book, from which the writer first derived his

knowledge of the matter, extremely interesting. In general, regarding the

interpretations of the melodies, it is necessary to remember that they are

song;, and that as the notes of a song blend one into the othcr, so rnust

theii supporting harmonies. Once the internal relations of the different parts

of the songs are determined, and a deep feeling for the underlying ide-a

brought to bear upon them, the natural and convincing interpretation will
devcl-op with a liitle study. It is hoped that eventually thcse melodies

will form the basis of lonjer and more highly developed forms, but in the

m"ittwttite it is thougtrt tlat they wiil be found interesting in their origi-

nal forms, with fu11! developed harmonies. The mottoes opposite the

songs are interpretaiions, in Miss Fletcher's .words, of the texts of the

"oo!". The design upon the cover was exactly reproduced by Frank

ChJuteau Brown, from one of a number of drawings by Ohetowit, a Kiowa

Indian, who, with others, was captured in the far west, and imprisoned by

Captain Pratt in the old fort at St. Augustine, Florida'
Tlfre pcdaling indicated is that employed by the writer' but fleed trot

,r""""""rily te striciiy followed. It ij vlry important, however, tha!- 
-th:

pedal, Ucli down auring the sound of any given chord, should not be Ufted

with the striking or trre next chord, but imrnediately after it. and then de-

pressed again instantly. This overlapping harmonic effect is necessary tc

" p"op"t now of sound, which must necessarily be broken' should the

ped* Le raised before or with the stritring of each new chord. The pedal
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should bc raised before the taking ol a new chord, only where specially
indicated.

The writcr wiehcs to makc grateful actrnowledgment to Miss Fletcher,
without whose previous labors, and whose present assistance and sugges'
tion, this wodr could not bavc been undertaLen.

Gratitude is duc as wclt to Mr. Francis La Flesche, whose name rnust
pcrmanently bc conncctcd with thc history of rndian music, and whose
unfeiling aid and infuence among the membcrs of his racc made possible
thc accomplishment of Miss Fletcher's tastr.

ARTHUR FARWELL,
Newton Center, Mass.
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I.

Approach of the Thunder God.

Itrarmonized by
AnTnun Fl'nwntr,-

I

Mysteriously, with suppressed agitatiotl J =ce.

mp Double drun Deal.
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j]D *D. SD"
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The Old Mart's Love Song.

Flowingly. J: roa to e6.

Harmonized by
Anrsun Fanwnr,r,.

r._
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o
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sD. SD. SD.

sD. sil85063
sD. sD.

a little slower.

p a tempo.
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III.
Song of the Deathless Voice.

" Ttr,is was o. tttarrior, uho died the dea.th of a wqrrtor ;
th.ere uas joy in his uoiee,t

Majestic and mart ial. ).= zz

----- -t----- \-\--l

Harmonized by
Anrrtun Fanwnrr..

-\-#-

Se.f.

a little sloY/er. J. = or

(l,tke a call)
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Presto. Light and sPirited.

x SD. * 4D. x $a.

Harmonized by
Antuun FLnwnlr,.

tv

Ichibuzztri.
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The Mother's Vow.

Harmonized by,

Anrnun Flnwrrr.
With d.eep feeling and. flowing rhyth-. J- un.

* qa. qD. sD. sD. *D. *D. sD. sD. sD. [-;
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sr). qD. sd. sD. sD' 9D'
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sd.'m. *aYna
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W'ith deep religious earnestness. J = sz.

;T:l'1 r \

Harrnonized by
AnrHun FLnwar,r,.

sD. *D.$D.SD.
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Inketunga's Thunder Song.
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SD. *sD. SD.
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( ominouslg, li ke t Qunder.) , lilce a
bl inrling flarti)rgu
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Song of the Ghost Dance.

Harmonized by
Antuun Fnnwnr,r,.

sD *D. sD. sD. sD. *a.

r''--.?

sD. sD. *D.,sA.
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Song to the Spirit.

Smoothly, with feeling.
N+l

sD. sh.
25064

SD. SD. SD. SD.
SD. SD. Sd &).SD.
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VIII.

Harmonized by
Anrgun FLnwnlr,.

SD. SD. tr). sD.sD. sD.sD. $D
=Tl--t

In l,ight, f,lowing rhythm.
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-------
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Song of the Leader.
"fam adoahcing, fam mooingtoward yon. .

Behold met!ounSmen, warciors of the Sioux!
' Eere f sfund. il'a-kori-da al,one deeides the

destinies of ,nen."
I

Martial and broad. J. = es.

Harmonized by
Antnun Flnwrr,r,.

Sa. x >'
9D. x Sa. x

with sltirit

35068
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Choral.

With religious feeling.

*D. sD*h.

Harmonized by
Antgun Fl.nwnr,l.

>
9E SD.

sD. fD. sD.
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